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Online magazine redefines beauty
begun a University publication
with high expectations.
"We want lo feature the everyShe started designing, writing,
and publishing at only 13. Now at day woman on campus and as
just 19, she lias treated one other many prominent University figures possible," Ciaines said. "We
biggest publications.
Margarita 1-ouise Gaines is just want to reach out to everya second-year student at the one."
The Tint staff believes they can
University. She has worked to
redefine the beauty "I women reach a broader audience around
creating andconstructingavolce the world as an electronic publication. /Ml students
for those underrepresented.
"This is a great am find the magazine linked to the
Disregarded voicway to bring IK SI I sever on the
es will be given a
main homepage,
new channel that
in people
but it will create
promotes strength,
from
all
difits own domain
awareness,
femiferent areas name.
nism, culture, enterwant to focus
tainment and style
and back- on"Iwomen
because
through an online
magazine started right grounds with that's what 1 know.
women
here at the University.
different ideas 1needthink
this to inspire
Tint Magazine is a
but one com- them," Gaines
web-based multicul"1 was tired
tural magazine writmon goal." ofsaid.reading
pubJJcaten and targeted for
• tions that I couldn't
and by all women.
"I want a very diverse publi- relate to its an eccentric, multication, not something that only racial girl."
Valerie Okonieski is the
features one kind of gill thai
dominates the magazines today," lintertainment Editor for Tint
said Gabies, founder and Editor- Magazine and was inspired to
in-Chief of Tint. "It's about issues help start the publication because
it is a great step towards accomwe can really relate to."
The magazine is registered plishing her future goals.
"After graduation, 1 want to
as a student organization al the
University, but GailKS' intentions write for a magazine and evenare to expand the publication tuaBy start my own," Okonieski
said. "When I received emails
nationally.
Gaines hits been publishing about lint. I knew what I wanted
online magazines and fanzines to do about it."
She hopes to show different
since she was 13 and has now
Janell Kitigsborough

SENIOR REPORTER

aspects of the multi-cultural philosophy and create more interest
on campus. "This is a great way
to bring in people from all different areas and backgrounds with
different ideas but one common
goal," Okonieski said.
With no publication like
it on campus, the staff of Tint
Magazine believe diey have a
great chance to bond with other
students.
Culture and Style Editor for
Tint, Ashley Schuster, believes in
the importance of reaching all
women.
"No matter who they are or
where they come from, all
women need to feel as though
they are understood. It's easy to
feel misplaced when living in an
environment which caters to the
lives of those who are unlike you,"
Schuster said. "Tint will hopefully
give those who read it a better
sense of belonging."
Tint's first meeting is on
September 12, in 223 Olscamp
at 8p.m. To join the staff or
receive more information, email
Margarita, mgaines(®bgnet.bgsu.
edu, or check out the link through
the University homepage or go to
www.bgsu.edu/sludentlife/orgaiii/alions/tintmag. The first issue
should be available in November
for everyone to view.
"Being a pan of this start-up
process has given me a terrific sense of accomplishment,"
Schuster said. "Simply aiding in
its birth has impacted me like I
could never have imagined."

lulNpriii
VOICE OF THE WOMAN: Second-year student, Margarita Louise Gaines, works on her web-based magazine.

Discoveries
on the Rise

Suicide bombing
wounds 50, kills 10
By Steve Gutterman
IHE«SSOCIMED PRESS

MOSCOW — A woman
strapped witii explosives blew
herself up outside a busy
Moscow subway station yesterday, killing at ieast 10 people
and wounding more than 50 in
die second terrorist attack to hit
Russia in a week.
Seven days earlier, almost to
the hour, two Russian jetliners
crashed within minutes of each
other in what officials determined were terrorist bombings. All 90 people aboard were
killed, and the investigation
has focused on two Chechen
women believed to have been
passengers.
A militant Muslim web site
published a statement late last
night claiming responsibility for
die subway liombing on behalf
of the Tslambouli Brigades,"
a group (hat also claimed it
caused the jetliner crashes with
suicide teams in retribution for
Russia's war with Islamic rebels in Chechnya. The veracity of neither claim could be
confirmed.
Thestatementsaidyesterday's
bombing was a blow to Russian
President Vladimir Putin "who
slaughtered Muslims time and
again." Putin has firmly refused
to negotiate with the rebels in predominantly Muslim
Chechnya, saying they must be
wiped out.
Several female suicide bombers allegedly connected with the
rebels have caused carnage in
Moscow and other Russian cities in a series of attacks in recent
years.
Mayor Yuri Luzhkov told
reporters near the Rlzhskaya
subway stop in northern
Moscow that the bomber was

walking toward the station
shortly after 8 p.m. but turned
around when she saw two
police officers.
She "decided to destroy herself in a crowd of people" in a
busy area between the subway
station and a nearby department store-supermarket complex, Luzhkov said, adding that
the bomb was packed with bolts
and pieces of metal.
"There was a desire to cause
maximum damage," he said.
A spokesman for the Federal
Security
Service,
Sergei
Ignatchenko, told NTV television that the casualty toll had
risen to 10 dead and 51 wounded, of whom 49 were hospitalized. Many of the injured
were believed to be seriously
wounded, and the death toil
was expected to rise. It was not
immediately clear if the number
of dead included the bomber.
A white car was set afire, and
shattered windows and bloodied people lay on the asphalt in
front of the subway station.
A woman, apparently distraught with panic, pushed
away a man who repeatedly
reached out to help her. A man
lying on his stomach moved his
arm weakly as people crowded
around him.
"There was a powerful blast
and then asmallcrone. I diought
my roof would come off," said
30-year-old Sergei Pyslaru, who
was driving on a nearby street.
Alexei Borodin, 29, said he
was walking with his mother
when he heard "a very powerful
bang."
"Something flew past my
head — I don't know what it
was. There were people lying in
the square," he said. "There were
pieces of bodies. We were walk-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast Ls taken
from weather.com

™RSDAY

The dueling announcements
reflects the intensity of the race
American astronomers say they to discover exoplanets. The big
have discovered the two small- prize, of course, would be to find
est planets yet orbiting nearby an Earth-sized planet capable
stars, trumping a small planet of supporting life, but today's
discovery by European scientists instruments cannot detect bodfive days ago and capping the ies that small.
"We can't quite see the
latest round in a frenzied hunt
Eaithlike planets yet, but we arc
for other worlds like Earth.
/Ml three of these smaller plan- seeing their big brothers," said
ets belong to a new class of"exo- planet hunter Geoffrey Marcy
planets" — those that orbit stars of the University of Californiaother than our sun, the scientists Berkeley, a leader of one of
said in a briefing yesterday. They the teams.
Using an
define this
Olympics
new class by
Exoplanet
Facts
analogy, other
the planets'
scientists said
smaller mass
American astronomers say they
the American
—roughly 14
have found two small planets
groups have
to 18 times
orbiting nearby stars, here are
tied for first
the size of
some quick facts about newly
place in the
Earth and
found planets and the ones
planet hunt
equivalent
these astronomers found:
and should
to Neptune
•the planets are called exoplanshare a gold
in our solar
ets meaning that they orbit stars
medal.
system.
other than the sun.
They noted
The two
•Exoplanets are roughly 14-18
the Americans'
planets
times the sue of the earth and equal
findings have
announced
to Neptune in our solar system.
been accepted
yesterday
•Over the past decade, 135 ol
for publication
were spotthese exoplanets have been found.
by internated by two
•One ol these exoplanets, is in
tional science
separate
the constellation of Cancer, 41 lightjournals, while
teamsofU.S.
years away The other was found 33
the discovery
researchers
light-years away in the constellation
led by a pair
using teleof Leo.
of prominent
scopes in
i
Swiss astronoHawaii and
Texas. Scientists not involved mers still is being reviewed for
in the projects lauded both, publication.
"These two were submitsaying their planets should be
recognized as the first discov- ted July and August, while the
eries of planets in this class Swiss discovery is still in con— rather than the Europeans sideration," said planetary theowho announced their planet rist Alan Boss of the Carnegie
Institution in Washington, DC,
last week.
By Joseph B. Verrengia

THE 1SSOCIA1E0 PRESS
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PEOPLE KILLED IN BLAST: Russian soldier stands watch after bombing.

ing through pieces of people."
Chechen secessionists have
been blamed for a series of
attacks in Moscow and other
parts of Russia the past several
years, killing nearly 370 people
with bombs in just the past 21
months. In the most recent
bombings, 41 people died in
a rush-hour explosion on the
Moscow subway in February,
and a female suicide bomber blew herself up outside a
hotel adjacent to Red Square
and killed five other people in
December.
Many of the Chechen female
suicide bombers are believed
to be so-called "black widows,"
who have lost husbands or male
relatives in the fighting that has
gripped the southern region
Chechnya over most of the past
decade.

Chechens on Sunday elected
a new Kremlin-backed president in the republic, a move
Moscow hopes will bring some
stability to the region.
Alu Alkhanov, Chechnya's top
police official, won with 74 percent of the vote, election officials
said, after a campaign in which
the six other candidates rarely
were shown on television and a
leading opponent was kept off
the ballot by pro-Moscow local
officials.
Alkhanov
will
replace
Akhmad Kadyrov, who was
assassinated May 9 when a
bomb ripped through a stadium in the Chechen capital,
Grozny, during a Victory Day
ceremony. A Chechen warlord
claimed responsibility for the
attack, which killed as many as
23 other people.

Discoveries, PAGE 3
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8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
"Fowl Faces"
BGSU alum Kurt Reichert
showcases his interesting
exhibit. Runs through Sept. 3.
Union Galleries
9 a.111. 3 p.m.

NUMBER?
*he best way for
your friends and professors
to get a hold of you
is to be listed in the
BGSU "telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address
Change Form below to provide
your off-campus residence address
and local or cell telephone number for
the BGSU Telephone Directory.

Real Life Table
Find out what is going on
with the group
Union Lobby

i^kaakJB* *^

10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

SAAFE Recruitment and
Informational Table
Union Lobby
1 1 a.m. 2p.m.

Welcome Week Falcon Floats
Dance Marathon will be
selling root beer floats for
a fundraiser
Union Oval
11 a.m. 1 p. i ii.

9 a.m. .1 p.m.

Euchre Tournament Sign-up
Union lobby

Multicultural Institute
Program
Informational Table
Union Lobby

10 .i.m. 3 p.m.

BGSUrve Informational table
Union Lobby
1(1 a.m.-2 p.m.
BGSU Student Education
Association
Informational Table
Union lobby
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
University Ambassadors
Recruitment Table
Union lobby

12 pun.
Brown Bag Lunch:
"In-Gathering"
107 Hanna Hall
2-5p.m.
UPS Recruitment
Union lobby
6:30 p.m.
Dance Marathon 101
308 Union

different types of boats,
strokes, and paddling
techniques.
Cooper Pool. Student
Recreation Center
8-10 p.m.
Wednesday in the Pub
Larry Long, Karaoke
Black Swamp Pub
8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: lane
Schoonmaker Rodgers, soprano, and Laura Melton, piano
Bryan Recital Hall Moore
Musical Arts Center
8 p.m.
Die Evasons, Marvels of
the Mind
Find out why the Evasons are
considered by many to be the
worlds greatest mind readers.
202 Union Ballroom
830- 1130 p.m.
Latino Student Union's Kickoff
101 Olscamp
KIM.-, p.m.

7:30- 9-30 p.m.
Free Kayaking in the Pool
Staff will introduce you to the

Second Showing of President
Ribeau's Opening Day Address
Union Theater

SCREENSAVER

Both your local off-campus address and permanent address
will be printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory
unless the Office of Registration & Records receives
a completed Request to Withhold Directory
Information form by September 1, 2004. To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Wednesday, September 1. 2004 at 5:00 PM
Please mail or deliver the completed
Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
to the Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building or
drop off the form at one of the sites listed below:

Ben SwanfM BGNem
FREEDOM OF SPEECH: The Screensavers Group projects text and images on the entrance ot the Student
Union last night. This presentation can be viewed through Thursday evening at the Union.

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, Is' Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

BGSU Libraries Multicultural Affairs Committee announces

THe 9TH annuaL
unDerGraDuare an
comesT
Art As P. '
Throughout history, art has been used to express political
statements. As the MAC explores the theme of "Political
participation: You and the Political Process" during this critical
election year, we invite our BGSU undergraduate student artists to respond.
Create a political statement through your art and submit it for our 9th Annual
Undergraduate Art Contest in November 2004.

$600 in prizes
1st
2nd
3rd

$300 Cash Prize or BGSU Bookstore Certificate
$200 Cash Prize or BGSU Bookstore Certificate
$100 Cash Prize or BGSU Bookstore Certificate

-I iriTenT TO SUBITIIT Students must register their intent to submit by sending
the top portion to Mary G. Wrighten in care of Jerome Library, BGSU, Bowling Green,
OH 43403 Documents should be sent to arrive no later than Monday, October 25,2004.
-I SUBITIISSIOn D8TG All entries must be submitted Wednesday. November 1,
2004 to the Library's Pallister Conference Room between 9 AM and 4 PM.
□ niliriBOr OF emrieS Each undergraduate student may submit
multiple entries, however, no artist will be awarded more than one prize.
Entries are welcome from BGSU students in all disciplines.
□ 6LIQIBLO WOrKS Work in all 2-D and 3-D media will be accepted. Due to
facility limitations, video will not be accepted.

OFF-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS CHANGE FORM
Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Name

Student ID POO.

Street Address
City

State

Zip

Local or Cell Phone #
Signature

L

Date

□ preseirraTion

• 2-D work may not exceed 4' by 4'. All work must be suitably framed, matted
and must be ready for hanging with all necessary hardware attached.

• 3-D work may not exceed two feet in any direction. Pedestal must be
supplied by tine artist and all work must not exceed 150 pounds.
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/library/infosrv/mac/index9. Artwork that
does not meet requirements will be excluded from the contest.
• For artists submitting smaller works, such as jewelry or ceramics,
locked glass cases are available.
Q BTTI8T STSTOIYIOIIT All work must be accompanied by a typed
statement relating the work to the theme Art as Political Statement. The statement
should be approximately 100 words.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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DNA proves
innocence

By Grej Blustem

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DECATUR, Ga.—A man wrongly convicted of rape, kidnapping
and robbery was freed yesterday
after 17 years in prison — exonerated by a new test of DNA evidence and "unusually" helpful
prosecutors.
Clarence I larrison, sentenced
to life in prison in 1987 on
charges of sexually assaulting a
hospital worker, walked out of
a courthouse in DeKalb County
surrounded by ecstatic friends
and family.
"I think 1 had given up years
ago." the 44-year-old Harrison
said. "1 think Gcxt just carried me
on through it."
The Georgia Innocence
Project, which represented
Harrison, said it usually runs
into road blocks when working
with prosecutors. "Many have
not been terribly cooperative,"
group director Aimcc Maxwell
conceded.
DeKalb prosecutors, however,
were "unusually" helpful with
I larrison's case, she said.
AfttTltarrisonaski.il the group
for help last year, the district
attorney's office found evidence
stashed in an old box and sent ii
to a lab for DNA testing. The new
test confirmed I larrison was not
guilty of die 1986 attack.
"There's nothing I can do to
give Mr. I larrison back 17 years

ofhis life, butlcan say the systern
worked — once we obtained the
evidence," said leffiey Brickman,
the DeKalb County district
attorney.
A motion for a new trial was
tiled on Harrison's behatt and
prosecutors transferred 1 larrison
toa loi.il jail so he could walkout
of the courthouse a free man.
nidge Cynthia Meeker granted
the new trial request yesterday
and then dismissed the charges.

The courtroom erupted into
applause and tears.
I larrison wouldn't say wheth11 In would seek compensation
for his lime in prison, but he
said he wasn't bitter, friends
said I larrison wants to focus on
finding a job and getting married before considering his next
legal step.
I he original case against
Harrison hinged on the victim's
testimony and evidence of seminal fluid. However, crime labs
testing the physical evidence at
die time could only narrow the
field to 88 percent of all men.
After Harrison's lawyers
appealed, a private lab determined evidence was unsuitable
for further DNA analysis.
According to a police report,
the 25-year-old victim, who
worked at Grady Memorial
Hospital, was standing at a
bus stop when a man walked
up, struck her in the face and
said, "If you scream, I'll kill you
right here." He walked her to
a wooded area and repeatedly
raped and sodomized her, the
report said.
The attacker took her money
and watch and knocked out two
front teeth.
The woman initially Identified
Harrison from a photographic
lineup and later identified him
at the trial.
The Georgia Innocence
Project founded two years ago,
helped lobby die Legislature to
approve a 2003 bill that allows
those wrongly' convicted of
violent crimes to prove their
innocence through DNA testing. Harrisons case is the first
to successfully use the new

state law
It's easy to call this our first
major victory," Maxwell said.
Wric walked out of court with
ourCOBOL"

Judge won't overturn conviction
1ME ASSOCIATE 0 PHESS

CLEVELAND — A federal
judge has rejected ■ defense
request to overturn the con
victiou of an Islamic cleric on
charges oi concealing ties to
alleged terrorist groups on his
U.S. citizenship application
in 1994.
U.S. District Court fudge
lames Gwin, who presided
at the trial of Imam Fawaz
Damra, said Monday in a :i 1 page ruling that a jury could
reasonably conclude from
the evidence that Damra had
misrepresented his past on his
application.
Damra, the Palestinian-bom
leader of the Islamic Outer
of Cleveland, Ohio's largest
mosque, faces up to five years
in prison at his sentencing
Sept. 20. He also could face
deportation.
The government said that
when Damra applied for citizenship, he concealed ties
to Afghan Refugee Services,
the Islamic Committee for
Palestine and Palestinian
Islamic Jihad, groups the U.S.

government classifies as terrorist organizations.
Prosecutors showed video
footage of Damra and other
Islamic leaders raising money
for an arm of the Palestinian
Islamic lihad, which has been
listed as a major terrorist group
by the State Department since
1989.
Damra could not be reached
for comment yesterday.
Messages seeking comment
were left at his mosque office
and the Albuquerque, N.M.,
office of one of his attorneys,
Nancy Hollander.

ARBTS CHARITY TOUR
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Photo by Ben Swanget BG Mews

ALL FOR THE CAUSE: Nicole Collins, right, event coordinator for the Arty's Charity Tour handed out free Arty's wraps to Maggie Jackson and Alii
Ringsby yesterday behind the Union. Collins said the bus has been traveling since mid-April and will continue until mid-December. The Charity Tour
bus will stop in 24 cities, hosting golf tournaments to raise money for Big Brothers Big Sisters. The bus stopped by Bowling Green after Monday's
golf tournament at Belmont Country Club in Toledo. Arty's Charity Tour raised $3.2 million dollars last year.

Scientists discover new planets
Discoveries, FROM PAGE 1

who did not participate in any
of the discoveries.
"On that basis," he said of
the Europeans, "I would award
them the bronze" medal.
Over the past decade, astronomers have found as many as
135 planets orbiting various
stars, but all of them are giant
gas planets similar to lupiter
and Saturn.
Researchers don't know the
composition of these new,
smaller planets or what they
actually look like.
In our solar system, Neptune
and Uranus are of similar size
and they are composed of an
icy, rocky' core enveloped in a
thick atmosphere of hydrogen
and helium. But they sit in the
farthest coldest reaches of our
solar system.
One of them orbits very close
to the star named 55 Cancri,
which is about the same size
as our sun and located 41 lightyears away in the constellarion
Cancer. The new planet was
located by University of Texas-

Austin astronomers using the
Hobby-Eberly telescope in the
Davis Mountains southeast of
El Paso.
The star already had three
known gas giant planets looping
it in orbits that take anywhere
from 14 to 4,520 days. The new
planet is the innermost of die
quartet, zooming around the
star in 2.8 days from a distance
of about 3 million miles.
Researchers acknowledged
there probably are several different types of solar systems
orbiting distant stars. But for
now, the 55 Cancri system
bears the closest resemblance
to ours.
"This star is the premier lab
for study of the fonnation and
evolution of planetary systems," said astronomer Barbara

McArthur, who led the Texas
team.
The other new planet discovered by American scientists
orbits a star called Gliese 436,
that lies about 33 light-years
from Earth in the direction of
the constellation of Leo.
It was discovered by a team
led by Marcy and Paul Butler of
the Carnegie Institution using
one of the twin telescopes atop
Mauna Kea in Hawaii.
"Our ability to find planets
in the Neptune-mass range
tips the scales for finding other
Earths sooner rarher than
later," Butler said.
Together, Marcy and Butler
have spotted about half of the
known exoplanets. They studied Gliese 436 for four years
beginning in 2000.

Illegal sports bar
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UMA, Ohio — Sheriffs officials
impounded a trailer from the
alcohol-free Allen County lair,
saying it had a bar and gambling
operation inside.
Police obtained a warrant
after undercover officers bought
two cans of beer and gambled in
the trailer.
Felony gambling charges,
are pending against Mark
Kelly, 41, of Canton, and
James Al-banese, 55, of Canal
Winchester. Both pleaded innocent Friday in Lima Municipal
Court to charges of illegal
alcohol sales.
Sheriff Dan Beck said on
Friday that his office knew
about the bar last year, but the
trailer left the grounds before
they could investigate.
Allen County Fair Manager
Jay Begg said fair managers support the sheriffs investigation.
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Oil Change
and Tire Rotation
5W20: 5W30: Of 10W30 Included
Includes FREE Inspection

Tab the Sc]S« Skufctte To Over 40 Stores!!!

BEST DEAL
IN TOWN

INCLUDES
Chassis Lube
AND

FREE

NEED
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Fluid Top-off!.
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Find More Coupons On/me: rnetireman.com

experience.'
♦♦♦

Be a volunteer
with the
SAAFE program
to help with
sexual assault
survivors.

Get Fit.
Get Paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx® Ground, it's like a paid workout The work's demanding, but the
rewards are big Come join our team, get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a sweat with the
nation's package delivery leader.

Deadline
fol applications is
Wed. Sept Hth
at 5 p.m.

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS
QUALIFICATIONS

' 18 years or older
• Ability to load, unload, son packages
• $8.50-510.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises

CONTACT INFORMATION

Julie Broadwell
at
419.352.9504
ext. 3505 or
jbroadwe@bc.wcnet.org
for an applicaium

• Must be able to lift 50 lbs
> Part-time, 5-day week

Apply Today!

FedEx Ground. 650 S. Reynolds Road. Toledo
(one mile north ol Airport Hwy)
Call 800-582-3577 for shift times & directions
fedex.com/us/careers
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.

1234 N Main St (F
for Mall &£■■,

•

'ling Green Ohic
: 13-354-0558

Ground
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OPINION

"As God as my witness, and the U.S.
did not put any pressure on me, I am
an Al Qaeda member."
AI.I HAMZA AHMAD SUUYMAN AL BAHLUL, a Yemeni
poet, admitting to a U.S. military commission last week that he is a
member ol Osama bin Laden's terror network.

Welcome students, keep it quiet
There's nothing like getting off
on the wrong fool.
In part, welcome bags designed
to strengthen the relationship
between off-campus students
and community members took
us there this past weekend.
The bags, a joint project
between city and University officials, were distributed Friday to
off-campus students living in
what City Council dubs "ward 2,"
which includes all streets south
of VVooster Street.
The welcome gesture included

to unite and offer a genuine wela voter registration form, land- of time and effort to put these
bags together within city offices come to students for the start of
lord/tenant booklet and guides
and here at the University, and
the next academic year.
to area restaurants and historicThe sheet, clad with a picture
places. Information about on we applaud all who helped pull
of swimsuit models and a coolcampus services like the BG on- it off.
er, accompanies a message on
In general, it was a good idea.
the- go meal plan option and the
the laws of drugs and underage
However, while we applaud
Off-Campus Connection were
the tremendous amount of help- drinking with a sharp reminder
also included.
that the city does enforce the law,
Some students received a fris- ful information included in the
bee, hackysack, or an entry for bags, there was one item that has while informing students that
"BG is not Panama City Beach."
one of 100 prizes to be given away us dazed and confused.
A neon green llx 17 piece of
Really?
at a community picnic Friday
We at the BG News find this
paper from the Bowling Green
evening at St. Mark's Uitheran
Municipal Court screaming plea to lighten the court's caselChurch.
It took a tremendous amount "Read Me First" mined the effort oad disheartening.

LETTERS TO THE EDITORV
Left-wingers
cause concern
for future
As the Republican convention starts and the election
draws near, the left-wing looks
more ridiculous than ever.
What CNN called an "extremely
peaceful protest" was anything
but peaceful. I guess CNN didn't
see the fire that started or the
200 people that were arrested.
I also assume the)' missed die
story about protestors putting
smoke bombs and gun powder
in the poles of dieir signs. Also,
ball bearings, which are used to
make police on horseback slip
and fall, were found on many
protestors.
These are not die first acts of
violence we have seen by the
so-called "peace advocates." It
was the far left anarchists that
encouraged people to distract
police and set off false readings
for the bomb detectors during
the Republican Convention. It
is the same individuals who
hold signs dial say "Bush is the
disease, death is the cure," or
we support our troops when
they shoot their officers." It is
this extreme left-wing and their
agenda that scares me about
die future of America.

Those who call for peace are
rarely peaceful people. They
support resistance in Iraq and
want the U.S. to leave prematurely, leaving the fate of the
nation in the hands of extremists like Al-Sadr.
1 question every liberal who
claims all diey want is peace
because they are rarely willing
to pay a price for it. TTiis world
is no Utopia, nor will it be anydme soon. Acting peaceful will
not encourage terrorists to have
acceptance for democracy, and
it won't teach them to love their
Jewish neighbors.
What America needs is the
type of peace Reagan believed
in, and that is peace through
strength. If we will ever achieve
peace it will be done this way.
Fighting terrorists and standing up to ruthless dictators
like Saddam Hussein will help
make the world a more peaceful place. President Hush realizes diis, Senator Kerry does not.
As the convention continues,
I look forward to the leftist reaction. Especially from Michael
Moore, who thinks he can cover
die convention as a columnist
I 'm sure we will see some fair
and balanced reporting out
of him.
You know the left-wing
"peace movement" can't stand
America, or what it stands for
when they march in protest

with material dial reads "I love
NY, even more without the
World Trade Center."

DAVID SCHARFELD
STUDENT

Bush article
author not
fairly criticized
In unfairly criticizing City
News Editor Nicole Delisio
and her article about President
Bush's visit to Fort Meigs,
Meredith Guthrie has simply revealed hei own lack of
research. A simple search of
the BG News archives reveals
a similar article about lohn
Kern 5 visit to Bowling Green,
also by Ilelisio.
Guthrie fails to realize that
one objective way to present
the news is to allow each candidate to have his/her say, as in
a presidential debate, and then
let the reader decide which
candidate is better suited to
be president. As a developing
researcher, Guthrie needs to
learn ihe importance of doing
basic research before setting
pen to paper.

TOM HUDSON
INSTRUCTOR
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PROTESTING: A group of liberal supporters line the streets of New York City Sunday.

BobMoser BG Nem

What message would you send
to the RNC redux presentation?

BOB
MOSER

Copy Chief
It's estimated that 500,000
American citizens marched
through the streets of
Manhattan on Sunday, in what
has proven to be one of the
most successfully coordinated
campaigns of political dissent
In American history. I was with
them in the trenches, and this
is their story.
For four days, I called the
South Bronx home, leff Nolish,
president of BGSU's ReachOut,
allow eil me to stay with his
group, as well a host of other
counterculture activists.
Many have come from as
far away as California, some
traveling cross country with
little or no money. Those without any cash in their pockets
rely on the routine disposal of
old food behind grocery stores,
also known as "dumpstering."
Some here at the University
may cringe at that thought, but
when you have no money to
feed yourself, the mold on a
loaf of expired bread can easily
be picked off.
Friday, August 27 was my
first experience witii a political demonstration of mass
proportions. Starting at 7 p.m„
over 8,000 people gathered in
Union Square on their bicycles
and rode as a group uptown. A
sea of two-wheelers occupied
Broadway Ave. for 45 minutes
as traffic sat idle, witness to the
first of what would be many
mass demonstrations in the
days to come.
More dian 150 action groups
have made their way to New
York City in order to protest
what they feel has been a
very destructive term under
President George W. Bush.
In order to compete on the
same level as the Republican
National Committee, many of
these groups took the initiative
as early as last year to begin

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

organizing and coordinating
"TheNYCLUis
the itinerics for every regmoving
quickly to
istered radical group in the
United States.
address reports of
An official "People's Guide
individuals who've
to the Republican National
Convention" was developed,
been housed at
compiling an incredible
Pier 57 and have
amount of intuitnai ion. These
compact, foldable resources
reported respiratory
include everything from inforproblems, rashes
mation on legal aid service to
cheap restaurants and church , and chemical burns
sanctuaries and have proven
upon release."
to be the most valuable information source a protestor can
disperse was given, The NYPD
have this week in New York
surrounded the group with
City.
flexible orange fencing and
For most protestors, Sunday
placed everyone under arrest.
was the most important date
These arrestees, along with
of the past week. Sponsored by
countless others from around
United for Peace and Justice,
the city, were taken by bus to
the attendance numbers
a warehouse on Pier 57 near
for this demonstration have
the docks. 1 lere, hundreds of
been reported anywhere from
protestors were held anywhere
100,000 people to'600,000
from 10-20 hours in a warepeople.
house that had previously been
I'm amazed how the measurement of protest crowds can used to store motor vehicles.
The floor of these security pens
fluctuate so much with each
was covered in diesel fuel, and,
media outlet. After attendwith limited metal bench space,
ing the UFPI march through
a majority of those imprisManhattan, I can tell you with
oned overnight were forced to
every bit of confidence in the
sleep on the oily ground. Ihe
world that from die noon startNYCLU is moving quickly to
ing time through five o'clock
address reports of individuals
p.m. the crowd consistently
who've been housed at Pier 57
filled the street from curb to
and have reported respiratory
curb. When compared to the
problems, rashes and chemical
one-year anniversary march
bums upon release
to protest the Iraq War last
Because leff and Cara were
February(500,000). the size of
not released from jail until
Sunday's UFPI crowd was of
Monday afternoon, 1 spent the
equal size.
entire day at the courthouse
Around 5:30 p.m., while
waiting for them. I did not have
I was in Union Square eatan opportunity to attend any
ing a taco with extra lettuce,
rallies or marches on Monday.
my friends walked into what
As of Tuesday evening, mass
would be one of the most
acts of civil disobediance have
demoralizing experiences of
risen dramatically in New York
their lives.
City. Sixteen seperate acts were
leff Nolish, and a friend who
scheduled by a group called Awe will call Cara due to her
31, who has declared Tuesday
request for anonymity, turned
a day of "nonviolent direct
onto 7th Ave. 46th Street, and
action." At the point of producwalked directly into a crowd of
tion, arrest numbers were not
photographers who were interavailable from Tuesday's
ested in a confrontation across
A-31 actions.
the street. Before an order to
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'"Free Tyler, victim of
oppression.' He was
arrested in New York."

'"Political dissent
is patriotic.'"
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But the way this message was
presented, we think, implies that
all college students are party animals and can't be ousted.
We know this isn't true.
The welcome bags could have
been a step to ease what has
often been a strained relationship between permanent residents and students.
Instead, we're afraid this tactic
to inform students will only rum
them off to the notion of building strong relationships with
neighbors and city officials

Protestors' run-in with the law

PEOPLE on

ON THE STREET

We can't help but note the
contrast between the supposed
goal of the welcome bag program
with die enforcement of the city's
new nuisance ordinace targeting
parties.
Enacted Aug. 1. the ordinance
allows citadons to be issued for
parties with disorderly conduct,,
illegal open container, public
urination, unlawfully loud noise
and several other misdemeanors.
Indeed, the laws should be
enforced and die effort to infonn
students is commendable.

JASON ZEH
BOWLING GREEN
"'Support real
freedom fighters like
the Shac Seven.'"

BRIAN HARE
SENIOR, VCT
"I would put up
pictures of girls with
birth canal skirts."

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
,
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be inducted for verification
purposes, fcrsonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. AD letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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BG NEWS WORD SEARCH

THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:

"Because crosswords are hard."
Directions: Answers can be found across, down, diagonal,
backwards and even diagonal backwards. Winners win nothing.

Q: How did the family of
Native Americans get a
table at the crowded
restaurant?
A: Because they had

You could tell
yourself that
it's news, but
it's just not.

a reservation.

Ifs not news, but at least ifs something
MATT
SUSSMAN
The Not News
Official Visionary
The four horsemen have
mounted their steeds and
anxiously await the apocalypse. The BG News has given
me my very own page.
Then again, it's not really my
page. It was my idea, hut the
page really belongs to you — the
readers.
You see. kids, back before
most of us were college students (when Creed was cool),
there existed a section of BG
News called "Page 3." I believe it
was on page three of the paper.
That was the humor page. It's
disappearance from die pages
back in 2000 is mysterious.
There are many theories that
explain what happened:

la. ;es on campus

This week

1) A learned counsel ruled
that Page 3 was unfit for public
leading,
2) People demanded that
instead of humor on page three,
a news blotter of stupid behavior
were to appear.
3) Page 3, despite promising
to stay in BG, signed a huge contract with the University of Utah
and skipped town.
4) Colin Quinn became Page
3 Editor, and the section predictably became unfunny.
While none of these theories
have yet to pan out, Page 3 is
no more — 1 present to you
"Not News." It is what it sounds
— absolutely no news will appear
within the boundaries of this
page. There may be references
to the news, rumors or urban
myths, but certainly no actual
news. Humor only.
Page 3 re-enactment groups
all across the city might be burning my likeness in effigy. Sure,

there are several reasons for
them doing this, but now they
finally have a reason. I took their
idea and made it my own.
Of course, everyone has a
unique sense of humor. Some
people believe quality laughter
is always at the expense of some
groups. Others believe the only
humor is good clean fun, and
these are the people that can
only agree on watching "Whose
Line Is It Anyway?" together.
Some think dirty words are
funny, others seek out funnysounding words (like "masticate"
and kumquat").
I can't promise the humor
which will call Not News its
home will be funny to 100
percent of the people. It might
even be offensive to minorities
nobody cares about. Watch your
backs, Wyoming!
I don't have anything funny
to say in this column, as you
have cleverly noted already,

However, as the self-proclaimed
Not News Editor, I felt it was my
duty to inform you that we exist.
And to answer a few questions
you might have: Yes, our title is
meant to be crooked, symbolizing our rebellious attitude
towards horizontal text. Yes, it
will only appear once a week.
No, this new job doesn't give me
break room privileges or stock
options — but I do get a ton of
spare notepads in case I ever
wanted to create a full-length
motion picture stick figure cartoon.
We also reccomend you keep
an eye out for those four horsemen. If they ride into campus, it
will be due to something I write.
Especially if the horsemen are
wearing Greek apparel.
If you are interested in being a
humor columnist for Not News,
e-mail Matt at msussma@bgnet.
bgsu.edu. He'd love it.
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We apologize for leaving out some of the buildings on campus, like
Hayes Hall, which is always full of nerds, and the BA, which smells.
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Yeah, we also have our own cartoonists. Cool, huh?

m

CHELSEA
SNYDER
Humor Columnist

It's that time again. The summer has quietly drawn to a
close and all over, young people are returning to school with
eager minds, bright eyes, hearts
full of hope and a couple pennies
in their pocket as they reach for
that goal of a better and brighter
tomorrow. Oh sorry, I accidentally confused students with early
twentieth century immigrants.
Happens to the best of us.
With the sentimental air of
"back to school" time in mind, I
have also been reminded that it
is time for another ritual that is
uniquely Chelsea: my mother
has disowned me for the eighteenth time. That's right. If you
ask my mother something innocent such as. "How is Chelsea,
your daughter?" she will quickly
and bitterly respond with, "I have
no daughter!" You think I'm joking, and sure enough, this is the
humor section of the page, but I
kid you not. Yesterday my mother
screamed into the telephone,
"DONT CALL THIS HOUSE
EVER AGAIN!" Hey, it saves me
cell phone minutes, so it works
for me.
To understand the situation,
you must first realize: my parents
are insane. Most people have
had fairly typical childhoods —
maybe their parents got divorced
or something crappy like that,

but not many people have had
to deal with problems more
extreme than a curfew or no
good snack foods in the house
when they brought friends over
to watch TRL. In all frankness
though, it has become my honest
belief that my parents are from
some distant planet, or perhaps
the moon, and only recently
chose to setde in northwest Ohio
and breed. All I can say is that
it is fortunate that I can hide all
of my pain inside, like a suicidal
clown.
For the time being, mostly due
to my current bitterness of the
situation at hand, I shall focus
on my mother. Until recently, I
have never really elaborated on
the pain that it was to be raised
with a crazy woman as a female
role model. For example, on a
nightly basis after Mom came
home from work, she would
misplace something and then
begin to rant and yell about how
either my brotiier or myself put it
someplace on purpose or stole it
from her for the sake of draining
her patience and (limited) sanity.
Sometimes on trips to the
store, she would leave her purse
in the car. When she later realized
that she didn't have it, she would
repeatedly accuse my younger
brother or me of taking it until
we cried or she found it in the
car. That was fantastic, because
we would then be accused of
stealing her money even if she
found her purse in the car, where
she herself had left it. This son
of sniff has lasted mv whole 1 ife,

from my earliest memories to
college. It still happens when I
go home to see my parents, but
since I moved out it has gotten
a bit easier to say, "Arrgghh, you
are being crazy, mother."
Of course then she gets angry
and won't talk to me until I
apologize and tell her that I was
only joking.
Another fun aspect of my
devoted mother was her tendency to fear and despise any
and all things categorized as
"drugs." Unfortunately for my
brother and I, pan of what fell
into the "drug" category were
over-the-counter remedies for
things like headaches, colds, the
flu, and various other childhood
ailments. As a result of this, I
remember several very dramatic
fever-dreams encountered at
young ages after which I woke
up screaming and drenched in
sweat. I never looked at Fraggle
Rock the same way again.
I really could go on at length
about the many ways in which
my mother is nuttier than a
fruitcake. She is one of the most
interesting people I know, but
it was absolute hell growing up
widi her, and her behavior in the
past year has not added to that
sentiment. I at least hope I have
convinced you that my mom is
a head case. Perhaps in my next
column, I'll elaborate on the case
of my father, just for the sake of
balancing the playing field.
E-mail Clielsea comments at
clielsls&bgnet. bgsu. edu.

Center for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives

FALL WELCOME BACK

Tuesday, August 31, 2004
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Welcome Back Cook-Oul
lsl Floor Saddlemire Sludent Services Bldg.

Thursday, September 2, 2004
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Multicultural Organization F.xpo
228 BTSU, Multipurpose Room

jsdajkScpt.
p Union

The Huron County Creeps

Sponsored by the Wellness Connection, BACCHUS/GAMMA, £ the Student Health Service
ut First Year Experience

All members of the BGSU community are welcome
Sponsored by:
The Center for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives
424 Saddlemire Student Service! Bldg.
(419)372-2642
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GOLF: TIGER'S SLUMP COULD CAUSE CONTRACT ISSUES. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
Pope nominated for
Doak Walker Award
RJ. Pope was nominated for
the I'oak Walker Award yesterday, i in' award is given to the
lop running back in the nation.
forty two other players were
nominated for the award.
List year, Pope became the
third runnei in BGhistorytobe
first team All MAC:, finishing
2003 with 1,005 yards rushing
and ten touchdowns.
The winnei Of the 2004
Doak Walker Award will be
announced December 9 on

ESPN,

Football
faces #2
ranked
Sooners

£
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A new era begins for Falcons
I

—

1

4

WILL
CURITORE

lltilhm Suilliim

It's that time again! Conic
Saturday, the Falcon football
team will open up their 2004
campaign in defense of their
first MAC West Championship
ithey've only been in the west
since 2002). However, there
is a special meaning to this
opener, for the past two years,
the falcons have opened the
season at home against division 1-AA teams that couldn't
put up much of a fight. This
year, not only do we start out
on the road, but in Norman,
Oklahoma of all places. You
know, home to the #2 ranked
college football team in
the country!
The Oklahoma Sooners,
coming off a 12-2 season in
which they contended for
a national championship
all year long only to lose to
eventual co-national champion LSU, 21-14, in the Nokia
Sugar Bowl (BCS National
Championship Game).
The only reason the Falcons
haven't been compared to a
team like the Sooners is their
conference's status in the lexicon that is college football.
The MAC is just beginning to
come into its own as a legitimate football power, while the
BIG 12. along with the other
so-called "BCS" conferences,
have dominated the nation for
many years now.
The fact is BG went 11-3 in
2003, only one game worse
than Oklahoma, and won their
first Motor City Bowl. It isn't
exactly the national championship game, but for now it's the
best we can do.
My overall point actually has nothing to do with
competition between the
fanfare of these two schools
(which Oklahoma would win,
obviously).
The main focus here is
Saturday's nationally televised
game. The line in las Vegas has
the Sooners by 32 1/2. This I

B6Ne«s hlePtijtn

JUMP FOR IT: Bowling Green Stale University's Nnamdi Ihemelu jumps
for a header in a game last fall. The men's soccer team hosts Michigan
State today at 4 p.m. at Cochrane Stadium.

By EHiott Schreiner
SPORIS REPORUR
spouts
REPORTER
The Bowling Green men's soccer
team opens their season today,
hosting Michigan State.
The team is starting to figure
themselves out as the season
begins and are hoping to translate
their hard work into wins.
"I'm not sure what to expect
with this being my first season
here," coach Fred Thompson said.
"We just want to take what we've
worked on in preseason and carry
itoverintoour games."
Michigan State makes for a fairly formidable opponent for the
Falcons, one dial should make for
an interesting opening game.
"They have a lot of upperclassmen," Thompson said. "They're
pmbably going to run the same
system we usually see: 4-4-2
with a sweeper. We're expecting them to be smart, savvy and
combative."
The Falcons made a run for
the Mid-American Conference

"The first

Jjj ^

The r rsl gamC
title game last season,
"The first
'
but many of their key
•*,
always gives you
components are miss- game always an idea of what's to
come, Thompson
ing from that team.
gives you
said. "It's going to be
Cx>ming back for the
an idea of an adventure, we're
Falcons is the team's
going to find some
second-leading scorer
what's to
things out that we
Omari Aldridge, who
come. It's don't already know."
finished last season
important
with four goals and
going to be Of Most
all for BG is that
an assist
adventure, they will finally get
Also
returning
play some other
for the Falcons are
we're going tocompetition.
Paul Seip (two goals,
to
find
some
"It's going to be
three assists) and I'l.
playing
Bchan (two goals, two
things out interesting
our first real compeassists).
that we
tition," Thompson
But missing for
the Falcons is David don't already said. "We're used to
kicking each other,
DeGraff, the goalie
know."
now we get to kick
who started all but
someone else."
one game last season
FRED THOMPSON,
The Falcons' first
and who was a reguSXCER COACH
shot at some oppolar for each of the
sition, as well as a
past four seasons.
Needless to say, the chance to get to show what the
Falcons aren't sure what team can do, is at Cochrane
Field this afternoon at 4.
to expect.

BG air assault ready for test against OU
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORIS EDITOR

Since head football coach
Gregg Brandon arrived at
Howling Green, one thing has
remained a constant: The team's
offense would be prepared for
anything their opponents threw
at them.
But this weekend's match up
against Oklahoma provides the
Falcons with a different look,
this time they're facing what
is arguably one of the nation's
top defenses.
All of die havoc the Falcons
will see will be up close and personal as Oklahoma boasts one of
the nation's lop defensive fronts.
"Their defensive line is great,"
Brandon said. "IDanj Cody is a
great pass rusher and 94 is really
good. They're just solid throughout the roster."
The Number 94 Brandon mentions is none other than Dusty
Dvorcek, a player Falcons center Scott Mruczkowski speaks
highly of.
"They're probably the best guys
I 'II play against," he said. "Dvorcek
reminds me of Tim Anderson of
die Buckeyes, only he's faster."
The nightmare doesn't end
there for the Falcons, as die secondary for Oklahoma is solid
as well.
Dome Nicholson leads the
unit after a breakout season last
year, finishing the 2004 campaign widi 90 tackles and two
interceptions.
I les not the only one BG will
have to worry about as he's joined
FOOTBALL, PAGE 7

OKLAHOMA. PAGE 7

Ben Swinger BG News
TAKING A HIT: PJ. Pope gets tackled in a preseason scrimmage on August 22nd. Pope and Bowling Green's running game will be a key factor
against the Oklahoma Sooners this coming Saturday at noon. Pope was also nominated for the Doak Walker Award yesterday which is presented
to the best running back in the nation in Decemeber.

Safin upset with opening round loss in US. Open
Gets encouragement
from former tennis
champ John McEnroe
By Howard Fendrich
IHE

Kithy Willent AP Photo
DISAPPOINTED: Russia's Marat
Satin flips his racket during his loss
to Sweden's Thomas Enqvist.

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

Marat Safin grabbed his racket
with both hands, leaned forward, and cracked it to the
court three times, as if chopping wood with an ax.
It was a brief show of anger,
a tiny indication that he cared
whether or not he lost in the
first round of the U.S. Open,
the tournament he won four
years ago. Neither his play
nor his words lent much
insight Tuesday.
lust like at Wimbledon two
months ago, Safin exited at the
earliest stage in the year's last
Grand Slam, bowing meekly to
Thomas F.nqvist 7-6 (5), 6-4,
3-6,6-3.

"Believe me, I'm trying,"
Safin said, a grin creeping
across his face. "If I would
lie to myself, I would say it's
Thomas' fault. But I don't want
to lie to myself. A huge part of
it is my fault, because I let him
play well."
The 13th-seeded Russian
was broken twice while serving for the first set, waved lazily
at shots down the stretch and
kept his usual muttering to a
minimum.
Compare that effort to No.
5 Tim Henman's. His poorest
Slam results have come at the
Open, so he can't call on past
success to help, the way Safin
could if he wanted.
But battling a had back that
kept him off the practice courts
for three days, I lenman withstood 6-foot-10 Ivo Karlovic's
39 aces and toughed it out for
more than 3 1/2 hours in a

7-6 (3). 6-7 (7), 4-6, 6-4, 6-4
victory.
" It really just made me sort of
very, very clear in my mind that
I wasn't going to get frustrated
if he was going to serve aces
or stuff, because it saved me
doing the running," Henman
said. "I felt like I kept my head
about me pretty well throughout the whole match."
A sentiment Safin isn't ever
likely to express, although you
never know what he'll come
up with.
At the French Open, he
caused a stir by dropping his
shorts to celebrate a terrific
point. At Wimbledon, he said
he was fed up with trying to
win there and took the time to
point out that tennis doesn't
belong in the Olympics.
He's been fined for all sorts
of things, on and off the court:
swearing at a chair umpire,

berating a tournament sponsor for not replacing the courtesy car he crashed, failing to
show enough effort in a firstround loss to a qualifier at the
2000 Australian Open.
lohn McEnroe is a big fan
of Safin's, which should surprise no one, praising him for
expressing whatever he feels
or thinks. Yet McEnroe was
critical of the former No. l's
showing Tuesday.
"An unbelievablydisappointing result for Safin. Very disappointing to watch that effort,"
McEnroe said, calling the
match on USA Network. "To go
out and seemingly not be into it
at the U.S. Open doesn't speak
well for the sport — someone
who really could have made a
mark at the Open."
Safin was the biggest name
to fall through yesterday
afternoon's action. Indeed,

other than Henman, few
seeded players were troubled
at all, though No. 11 Rainer
Schuettler blew a 2-0 lead in
sets and lost in five to Italian
qualifier Andreas Seppi, while
No. 24 Ivan Ljubicic quit with
an injury.
No. 10 Nicolas Massu, a
double gold medalist at the
Olympics, advanced, as did
No. 15 Paradorn Srichaphan,
No. 18 Tommy Robredo, and
No. 22 Dominik Hrbaty.
Defending champion lustine
Henin-Hardenne found herself
in a shred of trouble, trailing
15-year-old Nicole Vaidisova
4-1 in the second set. But the
top-ranked Belgian won the
last five games to close out her
6-1,6-4 victory.
Past winners of Slam titles
Lindsay Davenport (who
U.S. OPEN, PAGE 7
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Tiger's struggles could cause negotiation problems
By Doug Ferguson
IHE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The PGA Tour has always had
an impeccable sense of timing
when it comes to negotiating
television contracts.
Tiger Woods shattered records
at the 1997 Masters, becoming
the youngest winner 121) by the
widest margin (12 shots) and
giving golf its highest TV rating (14.1) in the cable era. The
tour met with networks a month
later and reached a four-year
deal worth about $650 million,
twice as much as the previous'
contract.
The summer after Woods
completed his "Tiger Slam"
by winning his fourth straight
major at the '01 Masters, the
tour negotiated the 2003-06
contract that was worth close to
$900 million. What also helped
is that the deal was done in July,
two months before the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks plunged the
economy into a deep recession.
The new roundof negotiations
might be a little more sticky.
The tour is expected to start
meeting with networks next
summer, and Tigermania is at an
all-time low. Woods has gone 10
majors without winning, matching the longest drought of his
career. His only victory this year
was in February, and three players — Vijay Singh, Ernie Els and
Phil Mickelson — have grabbed
most of the headlines.

PGA Tour commissioner Tim
Finchem is optimistic as ever.
Even though Woods has proven to be the only player who
can spike ratings, Finchem
finds compelling story lines
with Mickelson winning his
first major and contending
in the other three; and with
Singh pursuing Woods at No.
1 in the world ranking and
having a chance to break his
single-season earnings record.
Finchem also notes that
with the economy slowly turning around, the tour already
has signed up 10 title sponsors
through 2010, the end of the
next TV contract.
"I think we're in a reasonably
good place," Finchem said in a
recent interview. "I don't think
we're going to see the kind of
growth rate over the next five
years that we've seen in the last
five or six years. On the other
hand, we're going to see growth
in our charitable contributions,
growth in our purses and growth
in the overall fan base. "And
that's what is important in the
long run."
Complicating matters is that
the PGA Tour probably will have
to get in line with it comes to
a new TV contract. The networks face a busy year in negotiating deals with the NFL and
NASCAR
"It's going to limit golf's flexibility," said Neal Pilson, former

Sooners
will be a
challenge
for Falcons
OKLAHOMA,

president of CBS Sports. "One is,
they take a lot of money out of
the market. Whatever happens
with the NFL and NASCAR will
influence PGA negotiations."
What also concerns Pilson is
the rising cost of doing business
in golf. He said network profit
margins are not nearly as high
as they were, although Pilson is
not convinced that networks are
losing money on golf.
"We just had a three-year
recession," Finchem said. "No
one made money 'during the
recession. But I think it's improving nicely. And again, you have
to remember that a very significant percentage of all revenue
that goes to the networks is from
sponsors, and we've been fully
sponsored."
One area where there is litUe room for debate is the ratings, which indelibly are tied to
Woods' performance.
David Toms recently asked
Finchem what he thought about
so many international players
winning.
"I've had a couple of older
players, even Senior tour players, say with the TV deal coming
up, it would be great for Tiger
to be winning and dominating,"
Toms said. "Because TV ratings
go up when he's playing well."
That much was clear at the
Masters, which many believe
was the most thrilling Sunday
at Augusta National since Jack

Nicklaus won in 1986 at age 46.
Mickelson birdied five of his last
seven holes, making an 18-foot
birdie on the 18th to win by one
shot over Els.
And yet, the Sunday overnight
rating of 7.3 was down about
20 percent from the previous
year, when Mike Weir defeated Len Mattiace in a playoff. Woods didn't contend in
either Masters.
At the PGA Championship,
which featured the first threeway playoff at that major, the
overnight rating of 4.9 was
slightly higher than when Shaun
Micheel won at Oak Hill in 2003
— but it was down 41 percent
from 2002, when Rich Beem
held off Woods at Hazeltine.
The Los Angeles Times
reported that going into the
NEC Invitational, ratings were
down from last year in 17 of the
30 rounds Woods has played on
the weekend.
And if Woods does turn his
game around in time for the
next round of contracts?
"I think there was more of a
forecast the last time around
on the surge in golf with Tiger
hitting his stride," said David
Carter of Los Angeles-based
Sports Business Group. "The
Tiger factor was built into
the last contract. You wonder if
the next time around, whether
they can draw upon that even
further."

Confidence is key for win
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 6

by Antonio Perkins (51 tackles, three interceptions) and
Brodney Pool (68 tackles,
seven interceptions).
The worst thing for the
Falcons when it comes to
these numbers is that they
don't lie. All three of them are
on the preseason watch list for
the Thorpe Award, given out
every year to the nation's top
defensive back.
"Their starting safeties and
corners are ranked at least in
the top five in the nation," BG
wide receiver Charles Sharon
said. "They're real speedsters,
but we just have to use our
techniques and fundamentals
and go hard."
On top of the talent the
Sooners bring to the table, they
also have home field advantage, an advantage that gets
greateratOklahoma Memorial
Field, one of the more intimidating places in the nation
to play.
But after playing in hostile
environments at Ohio State
and Purdue last season, the
Falcons are confident that
this will be no different.

FROM PAGE 6

expected. However, I can personally guarantee that this game will
be just that, a game. The final
score should be closer that most
of the nation is anticipating.
Sure, it could be a tad lopsided,
but look at the statistics before
concluding that BG keeled over
and died.
1 understand that this squad
does not liave Josh Harris. In my
opinion, the new quarterback, red
shirt-sophomore Omar Jacobs
will be better than Harris by the
time he graduates. His first test
will no doubt be a daunting task.
The Falcons have never played an
opponent ranked this high before.
Besides that, no BG quarterback
has ever made his debut on
national television, but if Jacobs is
the true competitor I know he can
be, then he will thrive on this great
opportunity. With all that said, get
yourself ready for a game in every
sense of the word this weekend.

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
PA R KS&

RECREATION

Currently seeking volunteers to coach and
officaiate our youth soccer
program that starts on
September 13th.
Volunteer hours can be used for
practicum hours.
If interested, call 419-354-6223 with questions and
complete a volunteer form at the Parks & Recreation
office at 1291 Conneaut Ave., Bowling Green OH 43402
Deadline is Thursday, September 9th

"I can't recall a time we
were ever really intimidated,"
Mruczkowski said. "Some of
our newer guys may be intimidated, but we're more confident than intimidated."
And the Falcons have a
right lo feel confident, as they
return nine starters from last
year's offense, an offense that
put up some of 2003's gaudiest
numbers.
But one key component is
missing from last year's team
and that is quarterback Josh
Harris, who is now with the
Baltimore Ravens.
Harris' replacement is
Omar Jacobs, a player who
many around college football
believe should be under tremendous pressure.
But the Falcons' goal is to
take that pressure off of him.
"We're not putting a lot of
pressure on him," Brandon
said. "I am putting the pressure on the 10 guys back.
They need to get it done."
One way the Falcons are figuring on getting it done is on
the ground.

H

"Our game plan is to run
the football," Mruczkowski
said. "We've got to run the
ball to take the pressure
woff Omar."
The other way the offense is
going to take the pressure off
Omar is by making the plays
they're supposed to make.
"We've got to make plays,"
Sharon said. "If he throws it
bad, we've got to make the
catch. We've got to give him
confidence and make some
plays for him."
Jacobs' best bet is to feed
off the confidence from
some of the team's veterans,
like Sharon.
"I always have confidence,"
Sharon said. "Our preparation
builds our confidence. And
playing the number two team
in the nation is only going
to make the Falcons play
harder."
A lesser team may be flustered, but thanks to a lot ol
preparation and even more
confidence, the Falcons
appear ready to storm
into Norman.

Shamrock Village
K

i Natural gas Fireplace
Central Air

Beautiful
1 Bedroom. Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent

M

Excellent Location for
BGSU Faculty/Staff

K

Convienenl Parking

K

Washer & Dryer Hookup

s

650-700/month
plus utilities
On fm IMH mmhmm

K Den/Office in some units
»* 1 or 2 bathrooms
* Jaruni Tub in some units

* Kitchen includes dishwasher,
disposal, fridge, & stove
* No Lawn Care

For more information, please call (419)354-0070

or (419)352-1520

DamianOovaraanes AP Photo
CHIPPIN' IT: Tiger Woods demonstrates the importance ot speed in his
stroke, as he hosts his foundation's annual youth clinic Saturday, August
28th. Tiger's game is at an all-time low and could affect negotiations
with TV networks.

Expectations cause
disappointment for
past champion
U.S. OPEN, FROM PAGE 6

stretched her winningstreak
to 18 matchesl, Anastasia
Myskina and Mary Pierce all
won in straight sets, as did
No. 9 Svetlana Kuznetsova,
No. 14 Nadia Petrova, No. 20
Chanda Rubin, No. 21 Amy
Frazier, and No. 26 F.lena
Bovina. Two lower-seeded
women lost: No. 24 Anna
Smashnova-I'istolesi and
No. 25 Elena Likhovtseva,
Venus Williams, Andy
Roddick, Maria Sharapova
and Juan Carlos Ferrero
— major champions, all
— were scheduled to play
last night.
Safin's year began so

promisingly, with victories
over Roddick and Andre
Agassi en route to the
Australian Open final.
But he's rarely allowed
his immense talent to shine
through since, and he didn't
sound all that heartbroken when discussing his
latest loss.
"I am terribly disappointed. I really am," Safin said
in a monotone, as though
he were trying to convince
himself. "I had a lot of
expectations for the tournament. 1 feel bad, yeah. To
be honest, I'm feeling not
really happy with myself.
But it's already past, so I
cannot change it."

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717
GREAT SELECTION OF:

1,2,3,and 4 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2004
GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(1 bedroom & efficiencies)

445 I■'. Wooster Bowling Green, oil 43402

w w w.green b r ia r re n t als.co m

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

referred
Properties Co.
f.hir t/.f

Piedmont
Haven House
Fox Run

• Updated Birchwood
• Triplex

• Mini-Mall apts
& other locations!

Extra Large Bedrooms!

1 Month Free
with 3 month paid
membership!

I—Ir 11 S?j 1^1^ membership privilege to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
• Professional Trainers Available
• Newly Renovated!
■ Indoor Heated Pool

VISA

• Updated Lighting
' New Equipment
Sauna

^^^^B

Call 352-9378 for Details
STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, in B.G.
MON FRI:8 12& I 130

No Enrollment Fee!
Must present ad to
receive free month
Exp. 9/6/04
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Did you Know?
The average life expectancy of an ant is 45-60 days
and they can lift 20 times their own body weight.

The Daily Crossword Fix
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Classified Ads
372-6977
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Personals
Get your cigars
at Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Mart
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3-PITCH SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT-SEPT. 1
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S DOUBLES
GOLF AND TENNIS SEPT 2
Learn a skill lor life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstabtes.com
Semester Unlimited Tanning S65
One block from campus
Booths & Beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889

Wanted
Fmdlay band with originals seeking
a female lead vocalist with ability to
write lyrics and melodies. Musi be
able to commute to Findlay at least
1-2 limes a wk. at 3-4 hrs./session
Experience preferred. Please call
Mike at 419-722-7931 or
Hick at 419-425-5930.

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Babysitter wanted 8 hrs. per week.
2 infants. $7/per hr.
419-354-1305
Babysitting in BG 3:15-6 pmM-F&
odd days/nights. $5.50mr. Car
needed! Call Nina at 419-353-4465
LifeFormations. a local animatronic
& figure (Studio is looking for full &
part time employees tor entry level
positions working with mold making,
resin casting, & art finishing.
Contact Vai@blfllQfmatiQns.com
if interested in an interview

For Sale

BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAYII
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Cali 419-861-6134 or apply at
WorMQrstudents.com

1996 Dodge Intrepid S3800 Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!
Make Up to $300 Per Shift! No Previous Experience Req. Flex.Schedules Avail. FUN and UPBEAT
Environment.
Call Now 1-800-714-4060.

Travel
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's «1 SlurJenl Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Call lor group discounts Inlo/Reservalions 1-800-648
4849. wwn.slslravei.com.

Help Wanted

Brand Name Warehouse, a liquidator of the hottest brands in the country, is looking for Setup/teardown,
cashiers and floor recovery assistants for our clearance sale running
Sept. 5 thru 9 at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Competitive
wages. Please email us at:
Attn.BGSU. Please include name,
contact information, and previous
experience.

95 Jeep Wrangler Rio Grande. New
brakes, new soft top. 88 k mi. Asking $6,500. Call 419-494-4988
Need more dorm space7
Sturdy wooden loft for sale
$75 OBO Call 440-567-7788.
New .ii d used ice hockey ijo.ihn
equipment. Full set $350. New helmet andnew chest protector. Used
legs and gloves, good cond. Call
419-308-1967 ask lor Jeff.
Twin bed $100.
Coffee table and end table $150
Dining room set $75. Desk $20.
Must sell1 OBO. Call 570-362-3257
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
31
32
35
39
40
41
42

Factual information
Syrupy drink
Stuff to the gills
Historic periods
La Scala offering
Port of Yemen
Way out in front
Drivers lie. and such
Ages and ages
Inattentive period
Extol
Put in graph form
Phonies
The March King
Winged wader
Really reeked
West of old films
Stuck in second gear
now or never!
Pictures of illusion
Whit
Bleachers and benches

43
45
48
49
50
51
54
58
59
60
61
62
63

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33

Cold-cuts palace
Very dry
Puts a label on
Blond shade
Brimming with good
cheer
Tip over
Poetic meadows
Mess up
Fathers
Most of Mali
Proficient
Tantalize
All over
Goat a gallop
49th state
For fear that
Dracula's title
Strung up
Vijay Singh's
homeland
Be adjacent to
_ and tell
Mixes up
Ocean ray
Frame of mind
Date or room opener

Threw in one's cards
Travel back and forth
Mollycoddle
Matisse or Rousseau
Mobile starter?
Kettle and Barker
Trailing
Glance over
Spout from the dais
Debate side
Buffalo bunch
Senegalese language
What's left

Zounds!
Like rhymes and
verses
October birthstone
Easter bloom
Maroon
Sire
Hautboy
_ kebab
From now on
Open a castle door
Mesa's cousin
Way off
Currycomb target
Dramatic divisions
Playlet
Boxer's stat
Mine extraction
Golf norm
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For Rent

1432 i Wooitir. 8G
(419) 352 4665
-■■limy mulifcl*

LOVE TO SHOP? Shoppers needed
for store evaluations. Work around
your class schedule. FT/PT.
Call Today! (800) 417-6416

"Rooms available for $250/mo
Includes all utilities
Call 419-353-0325

!!•■ - 9pn Mondiy- Slldlf
Dtlivcry 1 fan* ifm Monday - Saarfay

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEE0ED!
Earn While You Shop! Call Now Toll
Free. 1-800-467-4422 Ext 13419

Available Immediately
3 bdrm. apt. Close to university
Call 419-686-4651

Nazareth Hall is looking to expand
our wait staff. We are looking for
hard workers who are 19 or older &
avail, to work most weekends We
offer great pay, flexibility, & a positive working environment. Apply in
person or call 419-832-2900. 21211
West River Rd. Grand Rapids, OH

2 bdrm. apt. 1011 Boone Ct. Off Village Dr behind BG high school.
$600/mo. landlord pays partial util. 1
car attached garage Call Kirk Lehey
at 419-352-1584

Student to work w/ non-verbal autistic 11 yr. old boy. S8 per hr. Will
trainWkend. hrs. 419-836-5215.
Millbury.
Transportation needed from Fox
Run Rd. in Findlay to and from B.G.
Mon., Wed.. Thurs., and Fri.'s Mon.
8-6pm, Wed and Fri 's 8-3pm and
Thurs. 3-6pm. $15 daily. Contact
Mtchelle 419-420-9065 or email at
mlp.abba@earthlink.net
Wachovia Securities Financial Network Now Hiring Financial Advisor.
Applicant should be interested in becoming a Financial Advisor. Duties
Include:
Stock/Mutual
fund
research. Client mailings. Computer
oper.,An-alyzmg portfolios, Prepare
presenlations.Wages: Flexible Hours:
Flexible
Contact Kevin419-861-9838.
Wait staff, kitchen help, busers.
host/hostesses. Full or part-time,
flexible hrs., excellent pay. Apply
within. Gourmet of China. 126
Chesterfield Ln., Maumee. Across
from Meijer. 419-893-9465.
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www. moneyforsurveys.com

2 bdrm. turn. apt. NO smoking. NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util.
Call 353-5074.
2 or 3 bdrm. furn apt. Close to campus. Available immediately.
Call 419-352-5239
3 bdrm A/C and laundry. Lease for
12 mo's, pay for 11. $750 ♦ util.
Call 419-353-8206
724 S. COLLEGE
2 BR unlurn. apts. Range, relrig,
dishwasher. Tenants pay electric.
Starts at $425 mo plus deposit
NO PETS! CALL
John Newiove Real Estate. Inc.
(419) 354-2260
Subleaser needed spring semester.
117N. Main SI. SSOOftno.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

turn
PASTA & SUBS

For Rent
5 room house for rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822
Elfic. and Ig. t bdrm. apt. S250/S40O
plus util. t dep. AC, W. yard, NS
only. 419-352-4366 leave message
Perrysburg. easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm, apt. 1 bath, water
incl., laundry lacil., security bldg
S525-550 month. 734-850-0121.
Subleasing apt. on 7th St. $475 to
take over, ASAP. 2 bdrm., can have
rmie. or can have to sell Call 419353-5466.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!

OPENINGS

On selected floor plans
Two unique 2 bedrm. apts. in Victorian house. 427 N. Main. 2nd & 3rd
fir. apts. $575 plus util.. $550 incl.
some util. Call for more info.
386-405-3318.

g-yy Dinner >^

Pork Loin

Available from 4 pm 'til 10 pm
Roasted Pork Loin served with
Mashed Potatoes, Gravy. Combread
Scuffinfi VesetaMff and Coleslaw.

Gymnastics coach needed
Perrysburg Gymnastics
Call 419-874-9383

m
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bfg welcome V
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
7:30 p *. - Q:SO p.'h.

Free Kayaking in the Pool
Cooper Pool Student Rec Center
• This free event includes staff instruction, pool and kayak use.
800 p.%.

The Evasons,
Marvels of the Mind
202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

APPLE PIE

• "Get Psyched!" Find out why The Evasons
are considered by many as the world's
greatest mind readers.

II

Battle of the Bands

I

• Come hear local bands battle it out.
Sponsored by The Wellness Connection.

$

3.49

BO I DC UBLE BACON CHEESEBURGER COI
I
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ALL BEEF HOT DOGl
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FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 3

• Ever heard of Stomp? Then you'll love Recycled Percussion.

I
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202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom

202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom

n.99

SPICY CHICKEN SANDWICH Cl

Q.OO p.%.

Recycled Percussion
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